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737 Comstock Avenue Inc. (a.k.a. House Corp.) 

Meeting Minutes 

September 14, 2019 

Syracuse, NY 

 

Alumni Brothers in Attendance 

Hank Suominen (Board President and Treasurer), Bill Gerbig (Board Secretary), Bill Beach (Board 
Member), Scott Ward, Dan Davidson, Phil Oldham (Board Member), Mike Little, Greg Sozek, Brad Short 
(Alumni Association President, Board Member), Steve Oliva (Board Member), Adam Hildebrand, John 
Predmore (Grand Praetor), John Honis, John Trop (Alumni Association VP), Geoff Geruso 

Undergraduate Brothers in Attendance 

Mike Howard (Consul), Jack Brotman (Pro Consul), John Aviles (Quaestor) 

Others in Attendance 

Jim Whitbread, House Manager 

Hank opened the meeting at 10:00 a.m. 

 

Annual Meeting of Alumni Association, Psi Psi Chapter Members 
 

We have 1014 General Members, 99 are Active Members in good standing (dues paying).  10% required 
for quorum was established. 

Hank proposed a By-Law Amendment allowing for expansion of the Board by three additional members, 
with initial terms as follows: 

 3 yr expiring 2022 
 2 yr expiring 2021 
 1 yr expiring 2020 

Currently we have four members in each term cycle, and the proposal is to expand by three members to 
five in each term cycle, for a total of 15 board members.  The by-laws allow appointment of interim 
members between the annual board meetings. 
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Hank is trying to develop a succession plan to replace the dual President/Treasurer role.  We need more 
people involved and there is a considerable amount of work required for each position.  The proposed 
succession plan is as follows: 

 President is a two-year commitment, with one year as President Elect, followed by one year as 
President 

 Treasurer is a two-year commitment, with one year as Treasurer Elect, followed by one year as 
Treasurer 

 President Elect and Treasurer Elect are to be elected at the House Corp meeting following the 
Annual Meeting and election of new Board Members. 

The objective is to have fresh ideas, more involvement, and eliminate the historical long-term 
commitment that these roles carry and the reluctance for new participants to get involved.  The changes 
Hank has made to both roles has reduced the administrative effort to a much more manageable level, 
but it is still a substantial amount of work, especially for one person. 

Bill Beach questioned what we would do with no willing candidates:  Would the President be allowed to 
extend his term by another 2 years?  Hank replied that the bylaws would allow for that provision. 

Hank requested a motion to expand the board as previously discussed. Bill Gerbig moved the proposal, 
Brad Short seconded, and all approved.  

 

Election of Board Members: 

Four Board Members were considered for an additional 3-year term 

 Hank Suominen, ’74 Psi Psi, current President and Treasurer and Board Member since 2008. 
 Phil Oldham, ’66 Psi Psi, VP of House Corp since 2017, Alumni Chapter Editor 
 John Bersani, ’76 Psi Psi, Board Member since 2008 
 Connor Dowd, ’16 Psi Psi 

All were elected unanimously. 

It was agreed that we will make everyone aware of these intentions and the new positions available 
through the Saltine Sig. 

Brad Short motioned to adjourn the meeting.  Bill Gerbig seconded.  All in favor, Annual Meeting of 
Members was adjourned. 
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House Corp. Board of Directors Meeting 

 

Minutes from 8/24/19 were approved. 

Election of Officers: 

There being no new candidates for the role of President and Treasurer, Hank Suominen agreed to 
another term. 

 

Grand Praetor’s Report: 

John Predmore congratulated Bill Beach for his Order of Constantine award.   

Sigma Chi HQ announced a $20M pledge to the Huntsman Cancer Institute at Grand Chapter in Salt Lake 
City. 

This was the first year for KTLW (formerly BLTW), named for Keith Krach, past Grand Consul.  The Krach 
Transformational Leadership Workshop emphasizes leadership.  Jack Brotman attended at Bowling 
Green over the Summer. 

The Life Loyal Sig program is changing and there will be an annual donation required to maintain LLS 
status for new Life Loyal Sigs.  Current LLS’s will continue to be honored as such.  The LLS program is 
now administered by the Foundation, with tiered giving (gold, silver, bronze). 

The Sigma Chi Magazine is going to digital format. 

The Constantine Housing Initiative (CHI) promotes safety at chapter houses and will provide loans for 
improvements to make chapter houses safer. 

The Sigma Chi Learning Institute has announced an initiative to get college credits for Horizons and 
KTLW, enabling those who attend training to earn a second degree in Transformational Leadership at no 
additional cost.  Hank commented that we’ve had few attendees in recent years, and this incentive 
should be promoted to encourage more participation. 

Hank asked about Risk Management, and what HQ is doing to proactively address the inherent risks in 
fraternity house living.  John responded that a new organization, Parents United to Stop Hazing (PUSH), 
has been active and spoke at Grand Chapter to heighten awareness.  Hank asked how the initiatives at 
HQ get pushed down to the Chapter level.  Jack Brotman responded that hazing and substance abuse 
were strongly emphasized at workshop, and he shared the message with the chapter.  John also 
mentioned that the Sigma Chi website and magazine will continue to stress these issues.  Sigma Chi 
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Lifeline was also created, along with a smartphone app, Sigma Chi Reach, to provide immediate 
counseling to those who need it.   

The new alcohol rules announced by Sigma Chi HQ two years ago were adopted by the NIC (National 
Interfraternity Council).  NIC consists of 66 national fraternities who have agreed to follow the same 
guidelines that Sigma Chi initiated.  The NIC encourages every University IFC to follow the same rules. 
Mike Greenberg is the Chairman of the NIC.   

Some schools are banning fraternities.  Harvard wants to eliminate all single gender organizations.  
Sigma Chi has joined, along with a few sororities, the lawsuit to defend our right to form single gender 
organizations.   A new Sigma Chi chapter was proposed at Colgate and denied by University officials who 
want to eliminate single gender organizations. 

Hank asked John to address the health of the Province.  The Province includes 6 undergraduate chapters 
- RIT, U of R, Syracuse, Hobart, Cornell, and now Binghamton – all in good standing.  Clarkson is no 
longer part of our Province since Binghamton was added.  An underground chapter at University of 
Buffalo (Sigma Chi Omega) exists, but has generated some negative publicity and is not being considered 
for a charter.  Central New York is the only Alumni Chapter in the province. 

Hank reminded everyone that our existence is fragile, and the burden is heavy on chapter leadership to 
enforce the rules.  He will add the NIC rules to the room contracts.  Phil expressed the need to find more 
and better ways to promote good news.  For example, the average fraternity member GPA is higher 
than the rest of the undergraduate population.  Greeks lead in philanthropic efforts – Psi Psi raised 
$68,000 through Derby Days but were unable get any press in the Daily Orange.  Jack added that all of 
the Greek publicity is negative, and the University is quick to act when violations are suspected or 
confirmed.  This is common at campuses across the country, and we need to continue to fight the battle 
properly to maintain our existence and its benefits to our members.  John asked that we spread the 
positive message to the general public whenever possible. 

Both Colgate and Hobart lost their chapter houses when they lost their charters.  We were able to keep 
our house in ’98 because our house and property are privately owned.  If we were to have another 
serious issue, the University would have a strong interest in our property. 

Bill Beach reminded everyone that we’ve had 4 Significant Sigs named in the last 2 years.  Dave Poole, 
Drew Taggart, Tedd Spall, and Don Shefmeyer.  He also thanked everyone who helped him get the Order 
of Constantine award.  Joe Durzo is also a Significant Sig and is currently President of the Sigma Chi 
Foundation.  If we have an issue, we have support at HQ, but it’s hard to say how much it would help.     

 

House Corp. Report 

1187 good names are in the database, and we send out 1014 Saltine Sigs.  193 get returned for invalid 
addresses.  We have 420 names on the Psi Psi Facebook page, and 99 members in good standing.   
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Recap of summer projects: 

– Completed wiring replacement as part of a multi-year project, and now have brand new electric 
service 

– New emergency lights and primary lights 
– Fire escape steps were replaced with galvanized treads 
– Front steps fixed 
– New hardwood floors in the dining room and foyer, all floors refinished.  They will be re-treated one 

or twice per year 
– New hallway mats 
– Replaced all furniture in the common areas 
– New back door and basement door 
– Major effort on wall repair, the chapter helped with staple removal 
– All carpets steam cleaned   
– Windows serviced, working on screens, replaced window shades with a cordless-type 
– Added a gas supply for the grill with a timer – no more bottled gas.   
– Emptied three 40-yd dumpsters worth of trash 

Water in the basement is still a minor issue to be addressed. 

With all of this effort and expense, property damage cannot be tolerated.  The house looks good for 
homecoming day.  It’s a great place to live and a great place to come back to if we take care of it – we 
need the chapter’s commitment to keep it that way. 

Staples can no longer be used to hang party props.  Wall damage will be billed back to the chapter.  Jack 
assured everyone that there are no staple guns allowed in the house.  John Honis asked why the active 
members and pledges can’t maintain the house themselves.  We should involve pledges to establish 
respect for the house early on in their membership experience.  Jack and Mike explained that they do 
conduct organized house cleaning events.  John Predmore suggested that alums be included in those 
types of efforts to help avoid hazing scrutiny and promote connection between pledges, active brothers, 
and alums.  The hazing rules for such activities are strict.  We also need to maintain a house in good 
condition to encourage active members to want to live in the house. 

John Predmore asked about consideration for a Resident Advisor – Cornell is now mandating it.  Hank 
responded that we tried it a few years ago and it failed.  We will continue to consider it, but finding the 
right candidate is a challenge. 

Hank reminded everyone of SU’s plan to add two 600-unit dorms on Ostrom behind us.  The University 
is trying to eliminate Skytop and wants to move those students to these new dorms on main campus.   
When this happens, 737 Comstock will be surrounded by campus-owned property.  We added the fence 
to prevent people from walking through our parking lot.  Under these circumstances and SU’s likely 
interest in our property, it will take decades to get our chapter back if we have another incident like ’98 
or ’13.  
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Scholarship Awards 

Through the Psi Psi Foundation, Alumni Association, and Joseph Nelson Scholarship, ten $1,000 
scholarships and a $2,000 post-graduation scholarship were awarded. 

 

Alumni Newsletter  

Phil Oldman reported that the undergrad newsletter from the Spring was well done.  Summer and 
Winter issues of the Saltine Sig are planned as usual.  We continue to lose e-mail addresses with every 
issue that goes out.  Contact information doesn’t get updated as it should.  Bill Beach asked if we could 
distribute the returned e-mail address list to try to find current contact information from others who 
might still be in contact with those people.  We also need to improve connection with graduating seniors 
as they transition from undergrad to alumnus.  

Phil also promoted the Alumni Big Brother program aimed at enhancing the connection between active 
members and alums.  We have about 40 alums who signed up, and Jack gathered information on the 
undergrads so we can start to build those connections.  Phil encouraged more alumni to get involved 
and promote the idea with other alums.  Phil handed out the information we’re asking for to initiate the 
process and allow the undergrads select a Big Brother.  Phil will inform the Big Brother of the selection 
and ask them to contact the undergrad to initiate the connection.  We’re looking to connect with Juniors 
and Seniors, and maybe some second semester Sophomores.  A suggestion was made to consider 
making the connections earlier with Freshmen and Sophomores.  Jack discussed this initiative with other 
chapters at workshop and others were interested in duplicating the process.  HQ has noticed and 
supports this effort.  We still have work to do to get this off the ground.   

Bill Beach asked about adding an Alumni Association financial update to the Saltine Sig.  Bill Gerbig 
recalled an article in a recent Saltine Sig that explained the vision and spending of the Alumni Chapter 
and suggested running it again in a future newsletter.  The Alumni Chapter/Association contributed 
$2000 toward scholarships (other sources were $2,000 from the Nelson Scholarship and $6,000 from 
the Psi Psi Foundation), and requested that those who are receiving those funds become dues paying 
members when they become alums themselves.  Contributions from recent graduates is almost non-
existent, and the dues is only $35 per year for the first few years after graduation, and all active 
members get free admission to Homecoming and Clambake. 

John Predmore reminded everyone that the Sigma Chi Magazine is about to be published, and the CNY 
Alumni Chapter has not contributed anything in recent history.  Phil volunteered to write a paragraph 
for the magazine.  If we have something to contribute to the magazine, we should let them know.  They 
are always looking for good stories to tell. 
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The Board of Directors Meeting was adjourned. 

 

  General Discussion, Chapter Report, and Q&A: 

Hank asked chapter leadership why we haven’t won a Peterson Award in two years.  Mike Howard 
answered that the chapter is working toward those areas where they have fallen short, and plan to 
return to the list of Peterson Chapters. 

Hank asked why more undergrads don’t participate in KTLW.  Mike responded that travel expenses and 
scheduling are the biggest issues.  John Predmore, Hank, and Brad Short reminded chapter leadership 
that expenses will be reimbursed by HQ and the Alumni Chapter.  John Predmore offered to contact 
their place of employment and explain the benefits of the workshop.  Given John’s offer and the 
availability of funds, many more actives should have the opportunity to attend, and attendance will 
strengthen the leadership of the chapter.  We need more active leaders in the chapter to reduce the 
burden on the few that seem to be carrying most of it. 

Sigma Chi’s GPA is the lowest among fraternities at SU, and with property damage as it is, it seems that 
partying might be excessive.  Party frequency and general conduct need to be addressed by the chapter 
with the ongoing issues we’ve had and huge investment students and parents are making toward a 
college education. 

The outstanding debt to Gill Grilling is about $40,000.  The primary issue seems to be that past 
Quaestors were not effective at collecting from those on board club.  Sales tax wasn’t being billed at all.  
Bills weren’t sent, and payments weren’t tracked.  Gill Grilling is now billing directly and individually, so 
the current semester is not an issue.  John Aviles, Quaestor, wasn’t sure how the outstanding debt 
would be paid.  It accumulated over 3 semesters, and Gill Grilling doesn’t have the details.  John Honis 
offered to help John negotiate a settlement and try to figure out where the shortfall came from.  Hank 
provided a list of everyone who participated in board club over those three semesters, and suggested 
we reach out for proof of payment.  Most have graduated.  If they don’t respond, we can’t give up and 
need to elevate the situation.  The Alumni are willing to help, but the Chapter needs to address the 
problem they created.   

Chapter debt to House Corp is about $18,000, with $6000 coming from property damage and $12,000 
for Fall common area access fees (parlor tax).  Hank and John Aviles have agreed to a payment plan that 
will allow the chapter to make its RMF payment first, then settle the debt to House Corp in 3 payments.   

The chapter is eligible for a 10% discount on insurance if they have a Risk Management Plan signed by all 
members.  Hank encouraged them to electronically sign the form through the website program.  Savings 
would be $1500.   

Chapter officer terms and live-in requirements were discussed.  Many feel that offices should run 
academic year rather than calendar year.  It’s a chapter decision, but HQ and House Corp would prefer 
academic year officers.  The undergrads agreed, and have started to implement the change with 6-
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month terms required to transition.  Chapter by-laws may need to be changed.  Incumbents will be 
allowed to run for a second term to get through the transition. 

Hank asked for a more streamlined approach to register for chapter programs and use Greek Capital 
Management for funds management.  Chapter leadership agreed and promised to move in that 
direction. 

Steve Oliva suggested that the Consul and Pro Consul should be required to live in the house.  John 
Predmore added that it is common practice with other chapters.  Pros and cons were discussed, but no 
resolution was reached. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

William Gerbig 

William Gerbig, Secretary 


